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GW Anarchists Briefly Occupy Dean's Office
Incident Ends Peacefully, No Charges Filed
BY HANS CASTO RP

Staff Writer

According to dozens of eyewitness
es and a detailed report provided by the
D.C. and George Washington University
police departments, seven male members
of the George Washington Law School
Anarchist Collective occupied the Dean's
Office for over two hours late last Friday
afternoon. The Anarchists would allow
no entry into the office, but did release all
employees who chose to "deny destiny
and all good sense," in the words of one
member.
Wearing their trademark red and
black tee-shirts and holding several posters
that witnesses say may have been crude
renderings of either former Assistant
Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz or
Senior Associate Dean Roger Trangsrud,
witnesses say the Anarchists entered the
office around 3:00 pm demanding "res
titution for services rendered and crimes
put upon the people."
"I just kept asking myself, what is
Jake Oyloe doing with these other boys?"
said Associate Dean Susan L. Karamanian, referring to 3L Jacob Olyoe, an alleged
member of the "Collective" and Law Re
view. "I mean, he's such a good boy, Jake
is. And by boy I mean feminist. Came
out just last week." Mr. Oyloe refused to
comment on the incident, citing an unex
pected call from his girlfriend that made
continuing the interview impossible.
According to police reports obtained

by Nota Bene, the Anarchists entered the that you are asking a nothing to which I
office demanding to see Dean Lawrence, respond with only nothingness."
who was out of the country. Apparently
D.C. Police Detective John Bullock
disappointed by poor planning, witnesses disagreed, identifying Hiltzheimer as the
say several of the Anarchists then turned "mastermind" of the occupation.
on their leader.
"Oh, [Hiltzheimer] was running
"I thought they were going to poke the show, no doubt about that," said
him," said Karamanian. "Some sug Bullock. "I could tell because when we
gested they just go out for pizza, and showed up, everyone there, especially the
he, their mysterious
big kid, was pointing
and semi-attractive
at him and crying 'he
'Consul'—as he called
made me do it.' Half
the kids were literally
himself—argued that
in tears, blubbering
they were an anar
chist collective and
about Tost wealth po
tential' or something
further planning, like
like that. [Hiltzheim
checking the Dean's
er] just shrugged his
schedule, would have
shoulders the way a
been selling out to the
disappointed genius
Church."
leader does when his
Sources request
minions prove too
ing anonymity have
weak to carry out his
identified 3L Benja
paradigm-shifting in
min Hiltzheimer as
genious plans. I kind
the "Consul."
of felt bad for him.
"Am I the Con
Hell, all that whining.
sul?" asked Hiltzheim
I almost shot some of
er during a phone in Several witnesses identified 3L Ben
them myself, but I'm
terview Sunday eve Hiltzheimer, pictured above, as the
sure he will separate
ning. "No, there is no mysterious 'Consul'.
Consul. There is no

order, there is no hierarchy. There is only
the people. There is no Herzl, there is no
Zimmerman, there is definitely no God
or Confucius. There is only the people
and their great fount of truth, Wilco. So
when you ask me if I'm the Consul, I say

the wheat from the

chafe on his own schedule."
According to several students
who attempted to enter the Dean's Office
and were denied during the occupation,
the Anarchists were mostly sitting around
the reception area "not talking to one

another."
"They seemed really grumpy," said
3L Carla Todenhagen. "I just wanted to
pick up a good standing form, but they
asked me to wait outside for a few min
utes. I had Corporations in five minutes
and wasn't going to be late for anyone, so
I immediately called the police."
Dean Lawrence, who after re
turning to the country on Sunday met
with University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg to discuss the incident, said
no charges would be filed.
"I get the feeling that something
unusual happened, but no one can say
exactly what," said Lawrence. "Did the
Anarchists attack? Maybe. What is more
likely, however, according to my investiga
tion, is that there was some sort of love
triangle, probably a couple of broken
hearts, and that the guys involved just tried
to settle it in the Dean's Office reception
area. And, hey, we're all human, we all
get broken hearts, and we all need to talk
in a quiet place sometimes. So that's fine
with me."
Professor Paul Butler, long thought
to be a close ally and spiritual advisor for
the Anarchists, agreed.
"Something went terribly wrong

in that office," said Butler. "And these
boys need an opportunity to get it right.
Breaking up the Collective now would
have been like killing Lenin in Finland in
1907. It would simply be a waste of prime
historical energy, and Lawrence knows
better than that."
'
•

Career Development Office to Focus on Top 15%
Cites Ineffectiveness of Helping Others

said Administrative Affairs Dean Thomas the school formalize this disparity between
the 'fifteen-percenters' and the great herd.
Morrison.
Visting Staff Writer
It's the only
"The
Current CDO Model, to be abolished
way we can
lion needs
move on
Despite initial reporting that the gazelles
to bigger
Law School Career Development Of on which
and better
fice would address its lower 85 percent it must
things in
"issue," it has since changed its stance,, prey. As
o our - masdealing an unparalleled blow to student Nietzsche
£ ter agen
expectations. The CDO announced on said, every
3 O
4-1
da."
Tuesday that beginning this Fall, it would group of
TO
S tu only service students beyond their first
elite needs a
I—
dent Affairs
semester who managed to prove status as strong me
Dean Da
a George Washington Scholar -a distinc diocrity to
o
Q vid John
tion reserved for those within the top 15% support it.
O
of any given class.
The Uber<D son stated
E that work
"Let's face facts. America has more mensch rec
ers will in
lawyers per capita than any other nation ognizes his
60
40
stall special
in the world. It's time that the CDO as superiority
Class Rank
turnstiles
sert its role as a feeder for the best and only in acwith card
brightest at GW - the people who have knowledgan actual chance of finding a good job," ing the weakness of others. And so shall readers in front of the CDO to accom
BY KENNETH LAZ LO

modate the change in policy. They will
be coded to accept only first-semester
students and all others who have been
designated "George Washington Schol
ars" on their official transcripts.
"We thought about taking it a step
further and limiting access among firstsemesters except for those with an LSAT
score in the top 15% of the class, but the
cost prohibits us from doing so at this
time.
"Besides, we decided that would be
disruptive to our business model. We're a
law school. We work on illusion to lure
them in. It's only after they start paying
tuition- *BAM!*" he said as he pounded
the top of his desk.
The regulations also prohibit the
Tower eighty-five' from participating in
On-Campus Interviews and other such

See CDO page 2
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Koester Proposes New
SBA Constitution
BY HANS CASTORP

Staff Writer

not very similar at all, except in its lofty
ideals." Excerpts are provided below:

Retraction:
is is a correction to an innaccurate news piece printed by the
ta Bene in last week's issue. As reported, Professor Pierce was
overheard remarking that administrative law is both "interesting
and fun"; it turns out that Professor Pierce was referring to a
recent episode of "Dancing With the Stars."

CDO

The Senate of the Student Bar Associa
Former Student Bar Association
from page 1.
President Eric Koester, whose term ended tion shall be composed of two Senators from
move by the school.
on April 1, submitted a newly drafted each Class Year, chosen by Students; and each
"I went to Wellsley, came out
Constitution for ratification by the full Senator shall have one Vote.
programs.
summa cum laude...and I end up pay
The Senate shall chuse their other Of
body of the SBA just before leaving of
"We have had so many problems ing...near $200,000 for this to happen?"
fice. The Legislation Committee will hold ficers, and also a President pro tempore, in with deadbeats coming around, looking to said an outraged Pelias "Jojo" Sarvowicz,
hearings on the proposed constitution the Absence of the Vice President, or when grab a slice of pizza or a cocktail -dumb a second-year J.D. / M.A.P.P. candidate.
later this week, with a vote expected by he shall exercise the Office of President of slobs who have no chance of getting "What do these people think, that I can
the full SBA body before the class period the Law School, now SAM JAMMAL, later hired by these kinds of employers." said just go door-to-door handing out my re
SOMEONE ELSE.
ends on April 18.
Carole Montgomery, Director of Career sume until somebody worthwhile decides
The Senate shall have the sole Power to Development. "So we'll have campus to hire me? Things don't work that way
The proposed constitution, excerpts
of which have been released to Nota Bene, try all Impeachments. When sitting for that security spot check ID's to control access at a school ranked this low!"
is lengthy document and, according to Purpose, they shall be on Oath or Affirma to these events."
Until now, at least. But what
Koester, "draws on different influences." tion. When the President of the SBA is tried,
Dean Roger Transgrud praised the alternatives exist for the less-talented
"I woke up one morning and it was the People shall preside: And no Person shall action as "a remarkable moment of can students?
all there," he said. "It basically came to be convicted without the Concurrence of two dor and clarity" for the Law School.
"We're always looking for new
me in a dream. And what a dream it thirds of the Members present.
Dean Johnson concurred, "I hope blood," says L'Ame Fredricksen., GW
The Times, Places and Manner of hold that this trend trickles down to every other Dining Services coordinator. "Typically
was."
Koester's constitution is written in ing Elections for Senators and Representatives, school outside the T-14. The legal market somebody who is willing to work long
several different styles, but appears to be shall be prescribed by the SBA thereof; but the is shrinking, not growing. We need to fo hours and who's able to pay attention to
firmly rooted in the Western constitu SBA may at any time by Law make or alter cus our efforts on the students who count. the little details, like the consistency of the
tional thought. Excerpts are provided such Regulations, except as to the Places of And just think of what this will do for our mashed potatoes. Law school prepares
chusing Senators, which shall be in the STU- placement statistics!"
below:
you to pick up on stuff that, so I reckon
FIRST, THAT WE HAVE GRANT DENTLOUNGE.
But not everyone praised the bold they'd fit in here pretty well."
•
ED TO GOD, and by
Koester also prides
this present charter have
himself
on the "Pream
confirmed for us and our
"/ worship
ble," which he believes
heirs in perpetuity, that
the ground
"sets out a distinct vision
the Law School shall be
for the SBA that should
my Noble
free, and shall have its
help us continue to make
rights undiminished, and
Predecessor
a difference and make
its liberties unimpaired.
walks on."
everything classy and
That we wish this so
nice around here." This
to be observed, appears
— Sum Jammal
section of the Constitu
from the fact that of our
tion, said Koester, was
own free will, before the
influenced by his close
outbreak of the present
dispute between us and our barons, we granted reading of Samuel von Pufendorf over
and confirmed by charter the freedom of the Winter Break:
Law School's elections and caused this to
DRAWING INSPIRATION from the
be confirmed by Pope Dean Lawrence. This
freedom we shall observe ourselves, and desire cultural, religious and humanist inheritance of
to be observed in good faith by our heirs in GW from which have developed the universal
values of the inviolable and inalienable rights
perpetuity.
TO ALL FREE MEN AND GIRLS of the human person, freedom, democracy,
OF OUR LAW SCHOOL KINDGOM we equality, good outline banks, and the rule of
have also granted, for us and our heirs for ever, law,
BELIEVING that GW, reunited after
all the liberties written out below, to have and
to keep for them and their heirs, of us and bitter experiences of IL year, intends to con
tinue along the path of civilisation, progress
our heirs:
If anyone who has borrowed a sum of and prosperity, for the good of all its inhabit
money from Access Group dies before the debt ants, including the weakest and most deprived
has been repaid, his heir shall pay no interest bottom half of the class; that it wishes to
on the debt for so long as he remains under age, remain a continent open to culture, learning
irrespective of whom he holds his lands. If such and social progress, like Prof. Butler's talks;
a debt falls into the hands of Dean Lawrence, and that it wishes to deepen the democratic
11^
it will take nothing except the principal sum and transparent nature of its public life, and to
strivefor peace, justice and solidarity through
specified in the bond.
out
the world,
If a man dies owing money to Fannie
CONVINCED that, while remaining
Mae, his wife or husband may have her or his
proud
of their own national identities and
dower and pay nothing towards the debtfrom
history,
the peoples of the Law School are
it. If he leaves children that are under age,
determined
to transcend their former divisions
their needs may also be provided for on a scale
and,
united
ever more closely, to forge a com
appropriate to the size of his holding of lands.
mon
destiny
that is really nice.
The debt is to be paid out of the residue, reserv
ing the service due to his feudal lords.
Koester believes the Constitution
"I thought it important to address will receive unanimous support in the
the large student loan burdens placed SBA, although some have doubts.
"At some points it seems redundant,
on students," said Koester. "I think this
Constitution does that. I believe it may at others derivative, and at still others
be the first Law School Constitution in dated," said newly inaugurated SBA
President Sam Jammal. "I'm not saying
the world to do so.
And now a random fact about Gregory Maggs...
I
won't support it. After all, I worship the
Koester said he is especially proud
Gregory Maggs read for the role of Jack Bauer.
of the section dealing with the Student ground my Noble Predecessor walks on.
I'm
simply
saying
we
might
be
able
to
He didn't get it because producers thought he would be
Bar Association Senate, which he suggests
was influenced by the U.S. Constitution edit it a bit, maybe put in a few citations,
too intimidating.
•
but "differs in key areas" and is "really footnotes."
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GW Law News in Brief

SOCRATES CONDEMNS SOCRATIC METHOD: "This is bull**t" says famed Greek.
In a surprise announcement, ancient Greek philosopher Socrates strongly denounced the widely used pedagogical technique that bears his name. "I
was just clowning around, trying to be obnoxious, you know, answering questions with more questions," said the noted Athenian. "You have
all taken this thing way too far." Socrates emerged after a long silence following his scene-stealing triumph in 1988's Bill and Ted's Excellent

Adventure.

LAW PROFESSORS SMARTER THAN YOU, SOURCES REPORT
Several sources have confirmed that George Washington University Law professors are smarter than you are. Your "credentials" are comically
dwarfed by the mountains of advanced degrees, prestigious clerkships, and ability to formulate cogent legal analysis. In response, you plan to
obsequiously transcribe every word from your professor's mouth.

WEST DENIES CASTING ASPERSIONS ON FEMALE'S MOTIVATIONS
Pop star Kanye West vigorously denied accusations that he had undermined an unidentified female's integrity. "I dare not imply that she is the type
of lady who would consort with a rich man on sole account of his affluence," insisted West. "At the same time, she has almost invariably eschewed
intimacy with men who are not wealthy." Academy Award winner Jaime Foxx echoed West's comments.

93% of Law Student Body
Diagnosed with ObsessiveCompulsive Disorder
aren't going to get me a good job next

BY LYLE LANLEY

Staff Writer

According to a covert study jointly
sponsored by the George Washington
University Law School Dean of Students
Office, the George Washington Univer
sity Psychology Department, and GlaxoSmithKline, ninety-three percent of the
Law School's student body has been di
agnosed with Obsessive-Compulsive Dis
order. Study coordinators monitored JD
students' activities during the first sixth
months of the academic year through
the cooperation of Law School faculty
members as well as graduate students in
the University's psychology department
cleverly disguised as numerous non-English-speaking LL.M. students.
"The primary reason that we agreed
to support this important study was that
it was truly in the best interest of the stu
dent body," said the study's Law
School sponsor and As
sociate Dean for Stu
dent Affairs Renee
DeVigne. "Also,
let's be honest,
the whole expe
rience has been
hilarious. What
the hell did the
students think
those cameras in
the classrooms were
for?"
Study coordinators
agreed to keep recently retired
SBA President Eric Koester aware of
the study's preliminary findings through
weekly update reports.
"Once I heard about the study, I
thought it was a wonderful idea to learn
how to help the student body through
the grueling law school experience," said
Koester. "I mean, God knows my grades

And now a random fact about Gregory Maggs...
Gregory Maggs charges Weslaw and Lexis for
each link he clicks on.

some of the 1L grades for weeks past the

year so I need the entire student body's original date promised. The researchers
support in improving our US News rank took a look at how many times students
ings. When it comes
would try to log onto the
down to it, regardless of
mmmmmmmm ••••
network to check their
what you've heard, law
grades. Those poor kids.
"/ heard there
school should really be
I felt bad for them, but
were some
a team effort."
the coordinators said the
Koester also noted
videos from those classes
students who
that in an effort to raise
were some of their most
brought their
funds lost to the un
important findings."
dergraduates' Student
"Apparently one of
own soap to
Association, he lobbied
the common obsessions
school with
the administration to al
associated with OCD is a
them."
low a GlaxoSmithKline
fear of germ contaminarepresentative at the
tion that leads to com
information desk one
pulsive hand-washing,"
day a week to offer free
said Assistant Dean of
samples of Paxil. The SBA would have Administrative Affairs Tom Morrison.
received a percentage of any drug sales "Someone had a great idea at the begin
generated by the program.
ning of the year to take all of the soap
"The study coordinators were out of the bathrooms for two months
worried that a representative would ruin straight. Most of the student body was
the secrecy of the study," going crazy. I heard there were some
said Koester. "The students who brought their own soap to
Glaxo represen school with them."
tative proposal
Dean Morrison also noted another
degenerated into quintessential OCD trait is a need to have
the possibility things "just so." This trait often manifests
of a Paxil vend itself as impatience when things, espe
ing machine and cially inanimate objects, do not work as
then to that one one believes they should. To test for this
over-priced vending trait the study coordinators adjusted the
machine with $1.75 elevator in Lerner to an operating setting
Nutri-Grain bars. No normally reserved for retirement homes
one buys those damn and mental institutions.
things. It'll take us forever
Through hidden cameras inside
to make enough money."
the elevator, the study coordinators
Head Information Technol monitored how many times unsuspect
ogy Coordinator Mr. Michael Briggs ing students exhibited frustration or
graciously shared a number of his past repeatedly hit the button of the floor
reports for the study that show a high they needed.
level of monitoring of the Law School's
Study coordinators are still compil
Internet server.
ing all the data but the results of the study
"The study coordinators told us and highlights of the videos taken should
that OCD can be affected by stress," be posted to the Law School's web portal
said Briggs. "So we decided first to delay in the coming weeks.
•

sk
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And now a random fact about Gregory Maggs...
Gregory Maggs once taught Chief Justice
Roberts how to be disarming. He did so at gunpoint.

Law School Implements
New Laptop Policy

Teenage Runaway
Discovered Living in
Burns Sub-Level 3
BY ALAIN JOURGENSEN

Staff Writer

According to Euriner, "You can
make this stuff out of anything that has
hydrocarbons, pretty much. Fruit, donut
frosting, ketchup, pizza sauce, hell, even
The Law School's Burns Library cheese. It's not exactly champagne, but
astounded the world last Monday with an you can always skim off the worst of the
BY AMANDA HUA GNKISS
will
be
able
to
charge
the
computer's
announcement
that a 19-year-old teenage yeast and fungus. Besides, it gets the job
Staff Writer
battery by "cranking" a lever attached runaway had been living in the library's done. That's what's important."
to its body.
basement and operating a makeshift li
There is little production overhead
"The new computer policy is great quor still for the past year.
as well.
Due to budget shortfalls, the Law for the school in many ways. First, it
"The smell finally gave him away,"
"I pretty much just look for gar
School will soon implement changes to helps with our energy problem. Second, said Library Director Scott Pagel.
bage from Au Bon Pan and Bertucci's in
its computer policy.
it will help reduce the outrageous tech
DC Metro police apprehended the the lounges at lunchtime. It ain't rocket
In an unexpected and controversial support bills we've been incurring from young man, Jimmy "Urine" Euriner, but surgery."
move, the Administration has ordered helping students who couldn't figure out ultimately released him after school au
During his residence, Euriner men
Computer Services to remove all power where the "Any" key is on their Dell. thorities declined to press charges.
tions that he befriended Law Professor
outlets from the classrooms while modi Third, we negotiated a sweet new 'special
"There's no need for us to try to Orin Kerr, who would allegedly pay as
fying the laptop purchase policy.
purchase plan' with the supplier that is squeeze blood from a turnip. We just want much as $10 for a "jailhouse jigger" of the
Citing rising energy and infrastruc much more lucrative that our old Dell to get this guy out of here," said Senior noxious beverage. Euriner says he used
ture costs, as well as the cost of potential deal. Fourth, the "crank" mechanism Associate Dean Roger Transgrud.
the proceeds from these sales to buy food
lawsuits from an unfortunate electrocu will help tighten up the arm flab I've seen
Euriner had eluded district and and drink for himself, and, of course, to
tion incident in Professor Solove's Fall on some of our ladies around here."
federal agencies for several years, an ado make more pruno.
2005 Criminal Law class, the Adminis
When questioned about the laptops lescent on the run from a family to which
"That man was a demon. He'd
tration has decided to "de-electrify" all resemblance to the highly touted "$100 he had no further desire to belong.
come down two or three times a day after
classrooms and lounges.
laptop" being developed for children
"I grew up in a very abusive envi lunch and go through a quart of this stuff
"You don't have any idea how in the developing world, the official re ronment. My mom was always on my without even flinching. He said that it
much energy you guys are wasting play sponded sharply.
case, nagging me to do stuff like mow gave him a nice afterglow so that he could
ing spider solitaire, IMing your friends,
"Well, that's pretty much what the lawn, or study for Biology, and could finish up his day with a smile."
and sYvoppvng fox jeans during class," we're going to turn the law students into never respect the 'quiet time' that I needed
Professor Kerr was not available for
said an anonymous senior administration when we remove the outlets from the with my X-Box. The day she told me to comment.
official. "Everybody knows that energy classrooms - children without electric clean my room was the last straw. I knew
District Metro Police confiscated a
costs have been rising, and if you
ity. We negotiated a really sweet I had to bail out."
commercial-grade coffee dispenser that
think the outrageous tuition we
deal with the sup
After fleeing home, Euriner took to contained nearly three gallons of the
charge is sufficient to pay the
plier. Students walking the streets of the District, looking 55-proof beverage, produced over a mere
power company to keep the
will be able to for a place to stay.
ten-day period.
lights on, you're nuttier than
purchase these
"So one cold day I was walking
As Sergeant Jack Perry commented,
the dude on the A-team who
,
babies for the around on 20th Street and went into the "This guy would be pretty popular in
t
Mr. T used to refuse to fly
special low school to warm up. In the library, nobody prison. People kill for this stuff in the
with."
price of was monitoring the desk, so Ijust jumped joint."
When asked
$2099."
the turnstile and went downstairs to the
In contrast, Euriner will probably
how stu
deepest level. I figured I needed to find not be quite as popular a figure around
dents are
When someplace unobtrusive, where it was the Law School.
supposed
asked why the unlikely that anyone would notice me or
"We can't guarantee the safety
to use
cost of the computers even care," Euriner said. "I took one look of the building anymore," Dean Roger
their com
was so much higher than and fell in love."
Transgrud said. "The whole library will
puters without
$100, the official mumbled
Euriner had secured a place to live, need to be closed down for fumigation,
outlets in the classroom,
something about special configura but unfortunately needed something to which could take months. In the mean
the official replied "Well that's
tions to be able to use the law school do besides read Copyright hornbooks. time, the Board of Trustees has levied a
what batteries are for, right?" The school printers, and the cost of "free" tech sup Moving around under cover of night and 2.5 percent increase on tuition for 2006-7
does have plans to keep ten charging sta port to the students.
past the not-so-watchful eyes of security, to pay for the anticipated costs. The
tions in the soft lounge. Students will be
"Look," he said, "the Dell thing he scrounged materials to produce a crude golden handcuffs are just going to have
able to reserve thirty minute blocks of worked great in the Fall of 2004, but alcoholic beverage known as "pruno."
to close another notch tighter."
•
time at these stations between the hours it is no longer feasible. You want to
of 8 am to 6 pm, with
know why? You want
priority given to upto blame someone?
perclassmen.
Blame those freaks w ho
The "crank"
"Anyway," said
found out how to get
the official, "once stu
online with Macs and
mechanism will
dents comply with our
Sonys and ruined the
help tighten up
new laptop policy, they
beautiful system we
won't need electricity
had created! Ruined
the arm flab I've
to run their comput
our beautiful creation!
seen on some of
ers."
Blame those who had
our ladies around
In a move that
to ask questions, who
the Administration
couldn't
leave good
here.
views as necessary due
enough alone! You will
to current shortfalls,
all suffer, you are all to
but which may cause
blame. Crank, crank
chaos for students during exams, the Law crank. Get used to it, my pretties!"
School is revamping its laptop policy and
Because finals are looming, the
requiring all students to comply by April Law School will have the new computers
18, the last day of classes. The policy on hand for students to purchase from
requires students, including lLs who April 4 through April 14. Computer
purchased new computers this year, to Services will remove the outlets from
purchase a new energy efficient "crank the classrooms and the library during the
charging" computer through the Law reading period, April 19-21.
•
School's purchasing program. A student

"Energy Efficient" Model Requireed

Nota Bene thanks all those contestants
who entered our "Guess the lawyer joke
punchline" contest from last issue.

The correct answer was "How much do you
want it to be?"
Michael Bogomonly, you may pick up your
prize at the info desk.
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Controversial Artist Picks GW Law as Site for
Nude Photo Installation
would not be facilitating Tunick's Tunick also addresses difficulties that routines: exposure to sun, periods of
avant-garde art, Georgetown students installation and site-specific artists idleness, and some physical intimacy.
Staff Writer
were nonetheless thrilled to hear that often face.
The Guin
they would be allowed to watch, al His subjects
ness Book
of World
Spencer Tunick, a world-re lowing many their first glimpse of a are intimately
tied to their
R e c o r d s
nowned Brooklyn artist, has chosen naked adult.
Dean Lawrence's office responded surroundings,
has also ex
GW Law as the site for his next nude,
pressed inter
human mosaic. He determined the long to GW's official selection, stating, "Our yet at the end
est in record
hours top law students spend studying student body ranks among the finest in of the day,
ing the event
would produce soft, flirtatious curves the world and deserves international the installa
tion vanish
as the largest
that would leap out on a large-scale exposure."
As an additional honor, the Law es when his
number of
photograph. Tunick predicted that an
law students
installation with supple GW students School's IP department was tasked with body-sub
gathered in
and professors would produce his most selecting a setting for Tunick's installa jects walk
tion. While the Marvin Center Food away. De
one place
romantic composition to date.
without the
Tunick recently returned from Court dominated initial suggestions, a spite lengthy
promise of
a photo shoot in Caracas, Venezuela, few professors rejected the idea out of planning, Tu
free pizza.
with an interest in contrasting the aus fear that the inevitable naked food fight nick's ephemMr. Tu
terity of educational institutions with would be slippery and awkward to stop, eral works
nick invites
the organic lines of the human body. given campus security's tendency to use are preserved
all GW law
Housed in simple brick buildings, GW physical force. The IP professors even only through
students and
Law was a logical choice. Tunick felt tually settled on the law school Quad, his images.
A 1
professors to
the Law School would present a unique with its well-tended grass and easy
escape
routes
for
the
though
Tu
celebrate
the
setting in which to chal
timid.
Tunick
agreed
nick
has
been
freedom
of
lenge traditional notions
^m
to
work
with
the
limited
arrested
on
nudity
on
the
of privacy, nudity, and
Tunick agreed
space but specifically five occasions
Quad, Satur
sexuality.
requested
that
profes
for
his
artis
day,
April 8,
In response to
to work with the
sors
pose
in
the
center
tic
antics,
the
2006,
at 7:00
Georgetown's whiny
limited
space
and
lLs
cower
on
the
District
au
am.
As
with
inquiry into why it had
perimeter.
thorities
have
past
installa
but specifically
not been selected, TuTunick's work granted him 24 hours in which to pho tions, each participant will receive
nick's spokeswoman
requested that
juxtaposes
the tradition tograph his GW subjects. For students a print of the final shot chosen for
issued the brief state
professors
pose
ally
private
yet natural interested in being part of this ground Tunick's exhibit.
ment: "There was no
presentation of the body breaking demonstration of non-sexual,
Interested students should register
contest between the two
in the center and
with
public,
often
mannaked
art,
they
can
expect
an
experi
their
name
and skin tone at: http:// www,
schools. After perus
lLs
cower
on
the
spencertunick.
com.
•
ence
that
differs
greatly
from
their
daily
made
settings.
1-20,
the
ing past 1L Facebooks,
gallery
representing
Tu
perimeter.
Mr. Tunick found GW
nick's work, described
students and profes——mmmm
the
bodies of Tunick's
sors more attractive and
photographs
as merely
generally better suited
And now a random fact about Gregory Maggs...
vessels,
"organisms
that
to the rigors of public
extend
into
and
upon
the
landscape
like
West once published a compilation of everything
nudity."
Although Georgetown adminis a new substance." By capturing tem
Gregory Maggs knows. Ft w as entitled "The Internet
trators were dismayed that their school porary subjects in permanent spaces,
BY FELAC IA VON SUCC ULENT

Black Eyed Peas and Pussycat Dolls
to Play EJF Auction
bring the two acts to GW for months. Al
though the two bands are currently tour
BY SHEIK YAB OOTY
ing the nation together, Chan convinced
Staff Writer
them of the importance of public interest
initiatives at GW. Fergie, of the Black
Musical groups Black Eyed Peas Eyed Peas, stated that she would do
and the Pussycat Dolls will provide anything for Jackie, because "if Jackie
the entertainment for the Equal Justice had decided to join the Black Eyed Peas,
Foundation's annual Public Interest i would never have gotten this gig."
Auction on Thursday, April 6. Auction
The annual spring event raises
organizers also announced the first-ever
money to allow GW law students to
date auction at GW, which will feature work in the public interest arena during
all-inclusive outings with
the summer. Students
band members.
'who apply for the EJF
"We were so hapsummer grants must
py both groups decided
Dean David
work to put together
to work with us this
Un*
the event. Some of the
year. And we are even
'
'
most popular tasks for
happier that they are
a Pussycat Doll
this year's auction are
willing to be auctioned
COStUUie sitting in
lotioning up the Pussyoff as dates," said EJF
.
cat Dolls and guarding
auction co-chair Jackie
"ts OJpCe...
the dressing rooms.
Chan, who turned down
Chan, who coan invitation to join the
wrote the multi-platiBlack Eyed Peas to atnum Black Eyed Peas'
tend law school.
current hit "My Humps," will be perChan, who knows the band mem- forming
with the Black Eyed Peas onbers of both groups well, has worked to stage as well. Todd Chatman, the presi

dent of EJF, is rumored to be included will also auction off opportunities to join
in the Pussycat Dolls show. Witnesses them on tour as back up dancers,
around the law school have seen ChatIn line with this year's auction
man humming the tune to
theme of Robin Hood, the
the Pussycat Dolls' "Don't
organizers stated that the
Cha" this past week.
Afa one
performers will be wearing
a ^ot
Dean David Johnwants to
8reen tights. The
son, who has a Pussycat
.
law school has also anDoll costume sitting in
miSS Ollt
nounced an amnesty for
his office, will not be able
on bidding
students who steal from the
to serve as an auctioneer
r fernlp \
rich to bid for items at the
this year. Professor Mary
®
auction.
Cheh, however, has agreed
Private belly
Extra security has
to return as an auctioneer
dancing.
been requested to manage
and promised the auction
the expected crowd both
organizers that she will look
inside and outside of the
like Fergie's twin.
LL101 venue. TheorganizIn addition to performing the ers have also ordered twice as much beer
group's latest hits, band members have as the previous year in anticipation of a
each designed a unique date experience thirsty crowd.
to be auctioned off. Will.i.am will auc"I have been telling people to call
tion off a shopping spree for someone their credit card companies in advance to
who wants to dress like the Black Eyed increase their credit limit. Some people
Peas frontman. Fergie will auction might even want to max out on their
off a private belly dancing lesson and loans so they can bid on all the great
dinner. Nicole, the lead singer of the things we are offering. No one wants to
Pussycat Dolls, will offer a seven-day va- miss out on bidding for Fergie's private
cation with her to Hawaii. Both groups belly dancing," said Chan.
•
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This Column is Serious
Ok, so this column is supposed to be beverage because they might miss an im
some sort of satire because it's the April portant play, whereas a baseball fan can
Fool's Edition. My columns this semes easily leave between every inning and not
ter, however, have all been satirical, so it miss a thing.
"Are you forgetting that soccer fans
makes little sense to continue the trend
this week. In order to satirize myself, I are some of the most drunken people in
will actually have to write a serious sports the entire world? Also, don't they have
column. I realize at the outset this is going vendors selling food and beer in the
to be a difficult task, but I just drank an stands?"
Two good points, but both are eas
entire gallon of milk. So, I think I'm up
ily debunkable. First, soccer fans do not
to it. Here goes nothing.
America is an obese country. We drink. To the ordinary observer, the behav
eat junk food, never exercise, and follow ior of a soccer hooligan appears to be the
result of massive
ridiculous diet fads
alcohol consump
that don't work. Why
tion. In reality, these
is this? Are we just
people are just so
too lazy to maintain
dedicated to their
a healthy lifestyle?
teams that they act
Probably. However,
like drunken idi
I have an alterna
ots when they are
tive theory. And it
involves soccer.
in fact the soberest
group of people on
A few summers
earth. That's what
ago, I went to see FC
JONATHAN AU ERBACH
happens when you
Porto versus Galaonly have one sport
tasaray at Giants Sta
to follow—the en
dium as part of the
ergy that we Ameri
Champions World
Series soccer tour. As I watched the first cans normally split between several teams
half, I noted the obvious lack of play is instead concentrated on one and only
stoppage. No T.V. timeouts, no regular one team. Second, soccer stadiums are
timeouts, no nothing. If you wanted to so packed that vendors have no room to
watch the entire game, you would have to walk around. What's that? You've seen
remain in your seat for 45 straight minutes these vendors at soccer games? No you
(plus stoppage time). At half time, every haven't. You've never even come close to
one got up to go to the bathroom, but thinking about maybe watching a soccer
they returned quickly for the 46th minute. game on T.V.
The crowd then remained seated for the
At this point, you're very doubtful
remainder of the game, as I r oamed the of my argument. You think all I've pre
empty concourses by myself.
sented so far are interesting observations
"That's an inter
that are unrelated to each
esting observation, but
other. Fine. You're in de
how the hell does this
nial. I realize I'm going
Are we just too
have anything to do with
to need some more proof
lazy to maintain a
American obesity?" Calm
here if I'm ever going to
healthy lifestyle?
down, I'm trying to de
get this theory published
velop a serious argument
in a reputable scientific
Probably.
here. Now, in America,
journal.
However, I have
none of our major sports
To address this
compare to this unique
shortcoming, I've de
an alternative
characteristic of soccer.
signed a simple study.
theory. And it
Our games are flooded
The World Cup is this
involves soccer.
with a multitude of stop
June in Germany. One
page and commercials.
month of non-stop soccer
Football is played in 20played at the highest lev
second intervals. Baseball
el. I will pay the first ten
is divided neatly into at-bats and innings. people who respond to this column to fly
Basketball and hockey, while more free
to Germany and go to as many World Cup
flowing, are constantly interrupted by games as you can. You will record your
television timeouts.
weight at the beginning and end of the
Now, this extra time spent not play month. You will also keep track of your
ing has an interesting effect. Whether attention span by trying to sit through
you're at the game or watching at home, long movies every day (I recommend
these interruptions permit the American Titanic). I am confident that the results
sports fan to constantly get up and get will prove me right and probably change
more food and alcohol. Change of posses the way you see me. No longer will I be
sion? Great, let me go grab another beer. thought of as that columnist who is kind
Inning over? Awesome, I'm going to get of funny sometimes. I will be the envy of
some more chips. Television timeout? I'll the entire sporting and fitness community.
quickly get one of those delicious chicken Just wait and see.
finger baskets for $9.
Alright, let me wrap up this experi
All this extra time spent waiting for ment in seriousness so that you can get on
the games to resume lets Americans eat with the rest of this hilarious issue. I hope
more food and drink more alcohol. Isn't I've challenged you to think in different
it i nteresting that in most other cultures, ways about stuff.
obesity is not a big problem? What do
they all have in common? Soccer. Soccer
Tune in next week when my regu
fans can't step away from the game to larly-scheduled non-serious writing will
stuff their faces or consume an alcoholic return in all its glory. Good night. •

Left-Wing Lock

And now a random fact about Gregory Maggs...
Gregory Maggs doesn't take cabs. He takes a
back seat to nobody.

Like a Dog
Without a Bone
L- Vago istaking a break from his usual
shenanigans to contribute to this issue under a
different alter-ego, so we've decided to doa little
Q& A with his creator. It's probably the only
piece of actual "news" you'll find in here.

undercuts his humor. There seem to be
a lot of angry undertones with the things
that he writes.

A: Well, to that I say: it's clearly
a joke, something meant for comic re
lief. Humor is always a tricky subject,
Q: So, first of all, the name. What and what may work wonders for one
does it mean, and where did it come audience is inevitably going to fall flat
from?
with another. I think
L-VAGO
anyone who's able
t0
at himself
A: It's Spanr tt 11'
ish. Loosely transHelllOH
and acknowledge his
lated it means "the
own faults wouldn't
vagabond" or "the
see the harm in a ficscoundrel." El Vago was a Zorro / Robin tional character making fun of law school.
Hood-like character in a fantasy role-play- That attitude you detect isn't meant to
ing game called 7th Sea, s et in a parody project something negative. It's a way
world of Renaissance Europe. He was a for us to realize, that to a certain extent,
guy who wore a purple cloak and a white that as advocates-in-training, no matter
mask that concealed his iden•••••••••••*•
how unobtrusive and modtity and went around doing
>s
est we try to be, we can still
good deeds and battling the
be full of ourselves at times,
enemies of Castille. Equal
arrogant,
L-Vago is meant to be taken
parts bold and crazy-brave,
overwith a grain of salt. A very
good-hearted but mischie„ , ,
large one.
yOUS - that was how I picconfident,
tured the One-L Hellion.
and
On the other hand,

unashamedly

there are some strong ele"

As you can imagine, I
*
ments of truth in that colwas thrilled when Vfor VenSelj-centcreu
umn, based partly on my
detta came out this year; V is
own experiences and partly
pretty much the modern-day
on the experiences of some
equivalent. You've got a guy in a hat,
of my friends at law school. .Art imitates
cape and mask, good with blades, running life. Sometimes without the intent of its
around the country and thumbing his nose creator. I can certainly see why some peoat the enemy of the people. I was happy pie think it might hit too close to home,
to see the previews for it. A common However, I think that lawyers (and law
concept runs through all three. They are students) are by nature a pretty sardonic,
very much the same character with minor cynical bunch and have a sense of humor
aesthetic differences.
to match. I'd like to think that all the abrasiveness is offset withthe character having
Q: As regards this character, though: his tongue planted firmly in cheek,
why did you create him?
Q: A degree from Rutgers, a friend
A: I wanted to write this year's 1L who went to Princeton currently at Boalt
column from a fictional perspective and Law School, a weird fetish for tall Brasee what happened with it. L-Vago was zilian models — where is L-Vago really
meant to be an amalgam of common ste- from?
reotypes about students at top law schools.
He is petty. He is pedantic. He's arrogant,
A: Argentina? I don't know. It
over-confident, and unashamedly self- doesn't matter. I picture him as a big,
centered, yet at the same time he's just as brawny rugby player type. Probably the
insecure as everyone else around him -if type with shoulder-length hair as well,
not more so.
That look can easily transcend national
boundaries. I just happen to associate it
L-Vago exaggerates that. He's a with South America for some reason. You
worrisome, neurotic overachiever, but fill in the blanks yourself,
one who's perfectly willing to thumb his
nose at convention and laugh at himself
Q. So what have you hoped to acrather than try to play down his own complish with this column?
failures and humiliations. He's a flawed
man who recognizes his flaws and will
A: Besides having the time of my
go so far to point them out, so you can life writing fiction under a nom deplume, I
laugh your ass off at them. Hubris and think that if these crazy stories can bring a
humility all in one.
smile to at least one person's face that I'll
consider my job to be a success. I hope
Q: I think that his sardonic tone I've met both goals many times over. •

Maybe next year, you
should totally
join Nota Bene.
notabene@law.gwu.edu
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Maggs Clashes with
LaRouche Protestors,
Five Dead
I couldn't bear the thought."
"The man just went completely [ba
Staff Writer
nanas]." said DeAngelo. "His arms were
flopping around like Grover, and I mean,
The arguments against the Law he sounded as hysterical as Rain Man did
School's "open doors" policy gained a when Tom Cruise tried to get him to fly
sobering boost last Wednesday as a protest airlines other than Quantas. That got the
by five representatives from the Execu protestors to freeze up all at once.
tive Intelligence Review against Gregory
"And then, all of a sudden, he be
Maggs turned into a bloody melee that came a blur. I could hear the sonic booms
cost the protesters their lives.
of his strikes mixed among their screams,
Visiting undergraduate student and the thuds and cracks of multiple im
Kristanna DeAngelo observed the car pacts upon flesh and bone."
nage from the front row of the conser
"My military training kicked in,"
vative professor's Constitutional Law I explained Maggs. "The rage of the beast
course.
overwhelmed me once more. And it saved
"It was horrible. They came rush everyone."
ing up to him all at once, screaming all
The result was a scene too gruesome
kinds of nonsense. The smell of patchouli to be recounted in any periodical that
and clove cigarettes made me want to wishes to keep its journalistic integrity.
vomit."
"They were all spread out on the
The men screamed
floor, limbs and necks bro
anti-establishment epithets,
ken and twisted. It looked
like "BushBot" and "Child
"That was
like a medieval torture
of Satan" as they charged
scene. You know, like how
when, you
down the aisle. One held up
they used to break people's
know.. J
a giant homemade sign on
extremities with a wagon
high-quality card stock that
wheel and let them die of
just lost it."
read "GET THE FASCISTS
thirst in the sun."
- Gregory
OUT" in blue sparkles and
But District Medical
tricolor rigatoni pasta.
Maggs
Examiner Alberto DangreAbove that were featured
chat had a surprising theory
as to the actual cause of
digitally-altered portraits of
Maggs and President George
deatft:
"When Maggs launched into his
W. B ush clad in Nazi Stormtrooper uni
forms and sharing a lovers' embrace.
screaming frenzy, these men went into
In response, Maggs tried to inter cardiac arrest, plain and simple. I think
pose LLlOl's giant projection screen it's safe to say that that would have been
between himself and the protestors, but enough to do them in. The injuries he
to no avail.
inflicted are all post- or perimortem."
In laymen's terms: "The trash was
"I tried to go on Google to find a
picture of Michael Moore, Noam Chom already bagged. Maggs just took it out
sky, somebody like that, who I could show to the curb."
to calm them down, and maybe play a
That afternoon, at 4pm, an emersound file of them talking,
tmmmm
gency press conference took
place in the Marvin Betts
too. But they knew to ex
"The rage
Theater. Criminal Law Pro
pect tricks like that. They
fessor Eric Sirulnik opened
must have infiltrated one of
of the beast
the discussion, promising
my previous classes."
overwhelmed
to field legal questions on
The men began to
me once
the incident from students
jostle the professor as hor
and
journalists. However he
rified students sat rooted to
more."
did nothing but lecture the
their seats.
— Gregory
audience on the ramifica
"We were whisper
tions of felony murder for
ing, trying to decide if we
Maggs
twenty minutes, then left for
should bum rush these guys
a "pressing engagement."
or call the police," said a
Dean Roger Transgrud
1L, under the alias of Konstantin Vergara. "And I have to admit, followed up with an official statement by
we were admiring that sign. It was pretty the school saying that pending investiga
creative. Much better than anything the tion by DC police, Maggs would be put
copy center could do. And rigatoni is on administrative leave for the summer
what, ninety-nine cents at Giant? I'm semester.
Back at hi,s home in Arlington,
calling these guys for tips next time I need
Maggs lights a Kool and takes a swig from
a brief done."
But before anyone could gather the a bottle of Thunderbird.
"You know, off the record, these
courage to say, "Let's roll," two of the
protestors drew telescoping batons and guys are nothing but a bunch of knuckleheads. They got what they deserved.
another a high-wattage cattle prod.
"That was when, you know... I just Next time LaRouche sends [imbeciles]
lost it," Maggs said, his voice sliding into like these to try to [interfere] with me and
a falsetto. "I realized that it was going my students, I'll [smite] them...so badly
to be either them or me, and goodness that their souls will never see the afterlife.
knows what they would have done to the What do you mean, 'can you say that
rest of the people in the room afterwards. again, this time in my coat pocket?"' •
BY CHARI.ES P ENNYFARTHING

And now a random fact about Gregory Maggs...
Gregory Maggs once made Simon Cowell cry.

Koester Appoints Self
Dictator for Life
Third year law student, Eric Koes preferred to work with Koester.
ter, who's second term as GW's SBA Pres
Sam Jammal, who won the SBA
ident was set to end on April 1, pushed presidency in February, was tricked into .
through emergency legislation last Friday leaving the SBA meeting just before Koes
to allow him to retain his leadership role ter introduced the resolution. According
for at least one more year. President-elect to witnesses at the meeting, Koester told
Sam Jammal was stripped of his presi Jammal that it was GW tradition for the
dency and has left the law school.
president-elect to bring a keg of beer to
In an unprecedented
mm
the final meeting of the
move, Koester asked the
departing president.
Basketball
SBA representatives to
"Sam ran out of there
pass a resolution making
to look for beer, and when
players are
the two-term president
he got back, Eric explained
much cooler
the supreme ruler, of GW.
what happened," said a
than lawyers.
Koester plans to remain at
SBA representative who
GW as an LLM candidate
^mm
wishes to remain anony
and defended his actions as
mous.
being "in the best interest
Jammal did not pro
of this law school."
test the actions of the SBA and plans to
"At first I was very happy to get visit at another law school for his third and
away from politics and let Sam take over final year of law school. Jammal issued a
but realized late last week that GW still brief statement on April 1 stating that he
needs me. I don't think Sam will do a looks forward to his newfound freedom
bad job, but I know I can do a much bet and will grow a beard.
ter one. I don't think it is fair for GW
Koester introduced a new platform
law students to spend all this money on for his third term immediately after the
their education and not have me as their resolution passed. He plans to focus on
SBA president. I am very happy the SBA allowing GW basketball team members
representatives agreed with me," said to be automatically admitted to the law
Koester.
school, making classroom attendance
The SBA resolution gives Koester optional for all classes, and setting the
the option of extending his presidency grading curve at A+.
indefinitely. The new legislation also pro
"I think it is important for the law
vides the SBA president with a furnished school to recognize that basketball play
one-bedroom apartment above the SBA ers are much cooler than lawyers. In
addition, I've learned that students will
office and maid service.
Debate on the resolution focused like GW better if they didn't have to go
primarily on the furnishings for the to class. And we will make GW look
apartment. A divided SBA could not better if we are all straight A students,"
agree on whether IKEA or West Elm said Koester.
In a statement released by the GW
furniture should be used to furnish the
apartment. "We finally decided to use administration and faculty, the law school
both companies," said new executive vice- "stands firmly behind the decisions of the
president Neil Chilson, who added that he supreme leader, Eric Koester."
•
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aries
(March 21—April 19)
It's time to pursue that dream job you've always
been looking for. If not now, when?
Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
Summer love has left you broken-hearted in th e
past, but this year will b e different.

*A.

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
Your old flame keeps calling, and you keep
avoiding the phone. Next time, pick it up. You have
both changed in re al ways.

SusH PMD CHENEY UNVEIL THEIR NEW EXIT SfRBTEQY

FOR 1RRGL

Pulling Rank
Across
1 Glasgow lids
5 Sires
10 Playwright Hart
14 Final bio
15 Type of type
16 Stare
17 Corporate officer ?
20 So long
21 Transmitted messages
22 Attention getter
25 Scorch
26 Peter Jennings home
29 Articulated
31 Lodger
35 Pasture
36 More feverish
38 Moolah in Rome
39 Goldie Hawn movie
43 This place
44 Moolah in Calcutta
45 Decorate the cake
46 Immediately:2 wds
49 Civil wrong
50 Cornfield noise
51 Cosa Nostra bosses
53 Bridge fee
55 Spanish dishes
58 Morning sound
62 TV officer ?
65 Expel
66 Rostrum
67 Japanese soup
68 Defendant's answer
69 Lugged
70 City in Yemen

Down
1 Roman garment
2 Retired for the evening
3 Dress type
4 Brew tea
5 Comes before coat or
green
6 Completely
7 Landing place

Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
A pro mise broken has left you disappointed and
unwilling to assert yourself. It is time to snap out
of it and see the other opportunities before you.

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

1

2

4

3

14
17

•
18

6

27

28

•

23

24

"

12

13

"

25
30

1

"

^•31

32

41

47

•••
55

48

49

50
54

53
57

56

•

66
69

59

58
63

64

•

60

61

67
70

•v*

8 Map collection
9 Planter
10 Communications company
11 Fiend
12 Took second feet first
13 Time unit:Abbr
18 Former communist
country
19 Ta ta
23 Seasoning
24 Floor worker
26 Greek letter
27 Nice lid
28 Egyptian VIP hangout
30 First appearance
32 Mock
33 Author Jong
34 Restore
37 Put in a larger container
40 Bitter feud
41 Rex Stout's Wolfe
42 Red ey e express aftermath
47 Soft drink
48 Join the military
52
Domingo

54 Andes traveller
55 Epistle author
56 Notre Dame recess
57 Card game
59 Dry
60 American Beauty for one
61 Follows full or half
62 Police officer informally
63 Mature
64 Actor Beatty

Quotable Quote

If my soldiers were
to begin to think,
not one would
remain in the
ranks.
• • • Frederick The
Great

By GFR Associates • PO Boi 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

Answer on page 2

Leo
(July 23—Aug. 22)
Recent events have left you separated from key
members of your family. It is time to rebuild those
relationships. Start slowly, reaching out to the
person closest to you.
Virgo
(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
Luck i s on the way. Consider betting everything
you've got on craps sometime over the next two
weeks.

45

52

51

34

42

44

46

33

38

37

43

68

•

11

*S:i
19

40

39

65

9

21

35

62

8

"

20

26

7

Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Everyone needs a friend, including someone you've
avoided spending time with lately. Consider meeting
her for coffee or brunch or maybe a nice
steak dinner.
Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
You have always been smart with money, but don't
be afraid to treat yourself now and then. You hav e
earned it.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
Now is the time for travel. Do not be afraid of
taking that trip you've always dreamed of. The
plane will no t crash.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
The War on Terror isn't going anywhere.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
See Capricorn.

'

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things, and
no good thing ever dies.

